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A. Program Activities - Russian Federation 

Notable Developments 

On April Ist, Gosstroi Chairman E. V. Basin signed the Regulation "On the
Procurement of Competitive Housing Maintenance in the Russian Federation." This
regulation introduces the procurement procedure used by the Housing Sector Reform 
Project (HSRP) in the privatization of maintenance pilot (see City of Moscow below) 
as the model for the procurement of competitive maintenance services by all public
and private housing owners. An owner may not use non-competitive maintenance for

exceeding year, which Gosstroia term one at time recommends competitive
procurement of maintenance using our procedure. 

The housing maintenance pilot expanded considerably during this period.
30,000 units from South Orekhevo-Borisovo were added to the private maintenance 
demonstration bringing the total number of units in Moscow under private
maintenance to 40,000. 

This quarter the military housing voucher program was launched in Pskov and 
Novgorod with extensive press coverage in both cities. Staff from the Urban Institute 
and Quadel Consulting were instrumental in the launch of the program. They
worked intensively this quarter with the staff in the banks and municipalities to 
prepare them for operating the program. Eighty officers returned from the Baltics 
received "housing certificates" with which they can purchase a unit in the open
market. The certificates were distributed by the municipal administrations in Pskov 
and Novgorod. The officers will take the certificates to the local banks administering
the program and receive a letter confirming that the bank stands ready to make a 
payment up to a maximum amount for a qualifying unit. 

Mosbusinessbank made its first mortgage loan in May. The bank is using a 
dual rate mortgage (the "DAIR"--Deferred Adjustable Instrument for Russia) developed
by the Housing Sector Reform Project. They will service the loan using the loan 
servicing software developed especially for use in Russia by the HSRP. Because 
Mosbusinessbank is widely viewed as a highly conservative, careful bank, its 
beginning mortgage lending will have a significant impact on the thinking of other 
banks. 
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Legal and Policy Developments 

Nadezhda Kosareva (CCN Consultant) finished the draft of"The Main Principles
for the Agency for Mortgage Lending" and submitted it to the First Deputy Minister 
of Finance Vavilov for review. She also met with the First Deputy Chairman of the 
Central Bank, Khandruev, to discuss this regulation. 

Several major new pieces of legislation affecting land and housing relations 
were in the drafting stages and received HSRP team input. Anvar Shamouzafarov 
(Gosstroi) and Krasininikov (Ministry of Justice) are working on the Housing Codex 
following the detailed outline which Steve Butler (UI consultant) prepared about one 
year ago. Shamouzafarov expressed the desire to work intensively with Butler on the 
draft. In the first week of April, Steve Butler (UI Legal Advisor) met with Anvar 
Shamousofarov of Gosstroi to discuss the organization of work on the Housing Code. 

Kosareva and David Khodjaev of Gosstroi have done significant work on the 
draft Council of Minister's regulation that would regulate the conditions under which 
"housing debentures" can be issued and used. "Housing debentures," are a kind of 
real estate investment trust already being widely sold in Russia. The draft of the 
Council of Ministers Regulation on housing debentures was prepared for review in 
May after agreement was reached on securities issues with the Ministry of Finance 
and the Central Bank. 

At the request of the Ministry of Economy, Butler's draft of the mortgage law 
was released and circulated to the branches of government for comment. Butler met 
with Attorney Oxana Yunia to review her comments on the draft several of which will 
be incorporated into the next draft. Butler, Nadezhda Kosareva (CCN Consultant), a 
Russian lawyer, and others then met to perfect the Russian language in the draft. 
Refinements to the Russian version of the draft were sent to Leonid Paydiev, the 
official at the Ministry of Economy responsible for piloting the law through the 
government's review process. 

The government has sent the first part of the new draft Civil Code to the Duma 
for action. This is the part that deals with topics germane to land and housing.
Butler completed his comments on these sections of the new draft Civil Code and 
they were distributed to about a dozen key officials. 

Andre Lazarevsky, now at GKI, obtained permission from the Government to 
prepare an alternative to the draft Law on Fundamentals of Land which is being
prepared by Roskomzem. Steve Butler worked on preparing the initial concept and 
provided extensive comments on the Land Code drafted by Roskomzem. 

Two initiatives were hastily constructed in May by the government's housing
policy staff designed to prop up the sagging residential construction industry. First, 
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a program created in early 1992 to support housing construction cooperatives
through very deep subsidies was remodeled a bit and readied for more 
appropriations. Second, a housing construction fund was formed from special
revenue sources, such as funds received from industry privatization and land sales,
which will be used as a source of very low interest construction loans. 

The draft of the proposed Council of Ministers Regulation on the creation of
regional housing funds is nearing completion. In the review process the Ministry of 
Justice objected to the earmarking of several non budget sources of funds for the new
housing funds and these sources were eliminated from those included. As it stands 
now, the new regional funds will have access to very limited monies. As soon as the 
Ministry of Economy agrees with the draft, the document will be sent to the Council 
of Ministers. 

Housing Finance 

In early March Kosareva and Senior Banking Consultant Thomas Healy met
with Menatep Bank to provide information on the DAIR and to discuss the drafting
of a mortgage lending business plan. Later in the quarter, the board of Menatep, a 
very large commercial bank which is included among those rated as an "international 
standard bank" by the World Bank, formally agreed to establish a new section of the 
bank to launch a residential mortgage lending program. 

The Joint Stock Mortgage Bank launched a col. z-act savings scheme which will
lead to mortgage loans. Initially, participation is limited to the bank's 40,000
individual shareholders. The minimum savings period is one year and at least 30 
percent of the price of the unit must be accumulated in the savings account. Savings 
are dollar indexed, which makes them one of the highest earning savings accounts 
available. The bank plans to initiate significant mortgage lending operations when the 
initial savings contacts mature in a year. 

The Central Bank has begun publishing a data series on the interbank lending
rate, which we have been urging for some months so that there would be an official
index for pricing indexed mortgage instruments. The CBR had been ordered by a 
government act to publish the index a few months ago but initially had been reported 
to refuse to do so. 

Consultant Len Newman completed his long visit this quarter. He successfully
completed the installation of the loan servicing software at Mosbusinessbank and 
gave very substantial training in the software to two senior Russian programmers--
Alexander Kopeykin and Dimitri. This team also began working with Joint Stock 
Mortgage Bank and Menatep. By the end of March our Russian programming team,
led by Kopeykin had edited Newman's loan servicing software manual which is a fifty 
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page general description intended introduce software toto the loan servicing 
department managers. 

Struyk and Suchkov met with Vladimir Orlov, President of the Association of 
Mortgage Banks, to discuss general plans for working together in the next year and 
legislative developments. UI/Washington has conducted a formal competition and is 
now negotiating a contract for a firm to work with the Association on developing a 
training course and enhancing membership services. Orlov is anxious to begin 
developing the work program in earnest. 

A "Union of Constructors" has been formed as the trade association for 
financial firms who sell "housing certificates"--a form of real estate investment trust. 
There are seventeen founding firms and they expect eventually to have from forty to 
fifty members drawn from the eighty financial firms now selling these instruments. 

UI consultants Andrei Suchkov, Yelena Klepikova, and Nadezhda Kosareva 
attended a three week housing finance course offered by the Fels Center of the 
University of Pennsylvania. 

Mortgage lending has begun in Russia. Nizhni Novgorod Kredit Bank has 
begun making 10 year mortgage loans, under which the principal is indexed to the 
official minimum wage. Five loans have been made and six more are being
underwritten. In effect, this is a Price-Level Adjusted Mortgage using a different 
index. As such it has all of the strengths and weaknesses of the PLAM. The 
important point, however, is that this is another sign that banks are beginning
 
exploratory mortgage lending operations.
 

Struyk met with Galina Sokolovskaya, head of the mortgage department at 
Mosbusinessbank for a general review. The bank has taken several loan applications
and is on the brink of making its first loan. Apparently the only hold up is with 
resolving an issue regarding the propiskas for Moscow residents who purchase units. 
We also discussed the bank's experience with the loan servicing software the project
developed and installed. The short answer is that it is not perfect from their 
perspective but it will certainly be sufficient to begin operations and gain experience.
Our Russian programmers continue to work with the MBB staff on problems as they 
arise. 

Struyk met with Oleg Klimentev of the Mosbusinessbank Mortgage Center to 
discuss their lending program. While the first loan is expected to be made soon, the 
bank has decided on a couple of new loan requirements, designed to reduce the 
bank's credit risk, which could have the effect of reducing the demand for loans. One 
requirement is that the buyer and his family members NOT have the address of the 
new unit recorded in their propiskas, so that eviction in case of default would be 
easier. The staff of the Mortgage Center are fully aware of the arguments for and 
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against such restrictions, but senior bank management has become extremely

conservative as actual lending operations are about to begin.
 

The Nizhni Novgorod Land Bank has been approached by the huge enterprise

GAZ about making mortgage loars for worker housing, under a scheme roughly

patterned on that worked out between Kamaz and Mortgage Standard Bank. Struyk

met with people from the Land Bank this week to discuss options.
 

Housing Allowances 

There are more signs of implementation of the program of rent increases andhousing allowances around the country. For example, Governor Nemstov has signed

an order for allowances to be implemented in all parts of the Nizhni Novgorod oblast

by May 1. 
 The press has reported on programs in many cities and regions. For

example, the krai in which Vladivostok is located raised rents to 20 percent of total

operating costs (about a 
 17 times increase) on March 1 and initiated housing

allowances. The Krasnoarsk Region implemented the program in April. Sasha
Puzanov (CCN Consultant) continues to field questions from various cities about how
 
to design their allowance programs. 

The team visited the district (raion) of Gorodetzs in the Nizhni Novgorod oblast
to study the housing allowance program that the district implemented in

January--the first in the country. The program has about 1,500 participants, or 5
 
percent of households. It is expected that all jurisdictions in the oblast will
 
implement housing allowance programs in early June.
 

In a meeting in late March with Shamouzafarov, the establishment a program
of systematic data gathering to monitor the program of rent increases and housing
allowances was discussed. He now favors such a program and asked us to work with 
the Institute on Housing Economy to design the project. 

Puzanov met twice with Rupstov in the office of Gosstroi which was formerly
the Committee on Municipal Economy to discuss our proposal for establishing a 
system for monitoring the implementation of the housing allowance program.
Rupstov responded favorably and after reviewing the survey instrument we drafted
agreed in principle to use it. While we proposed directly surveying municipalities and
rural raions, he favors sending the questionnaire to regional administrations to fill 
out for jiirisdictions in their region. We will likely meet soon with Mr. Avdeev,
director of Rupstov's department to pursue the matter further. 

Condomimiums 

In mid-March Carol Rabenhorst and Sheila O'Leary met with Struyk and 
Kosareva to work on the organization of the work program on introducing 

1< 
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condominiums in the six World Bank/USAID loan cities. A new staff member will be 
hired to coordinate the work between Rabenhorst and O'Leary, the training teams, 
and the cities. The program will be the general responsibility of the new resident 
advisor to the regions for housing assistance who is now being recruited. 

Verbal agreements were received from Tver, Rostov on Don, Jaroslasvl, 
Novgorod and St. Petersburg regarding the implementation of the condominium 
demonstration projects in those cities. 

In May Carol Rabenhorst and a team of five American and Russian experts 
began three weeks of intense work on the condominium pilot project which is to 
develop initial associations in eight cities. The team visited Nizhni Novgorod for the 
second time and will make initial visits to three more cities during the mission. Tanya 
Belkina (UI-Moscow) modified the basic "condominium manual" Rabenhorst had 
developed in her work in Eastern Europe to be applicable to Russia, using legal 
materials developed by Butler and materials on property management from other 
parts of the project. 

Land 

Butler met with Anvar Shamouzafarov to discuss the latest developments in 
the drafting of the land code and the evolving strategy for its release by the 
government to the Duma and passage by the Duma. Overall, it appears that a 
somewhat more progressive version drafted primarily by Roskomzem (compared with 
earlier versions from the same agency) is likely to be sent to the Duma with only 
modest alterations in early June. 

B. Program Activities - City of Moscow 

General 

This period Mrs. Havanska, the deputy of the Moscow Duma principally 
responsible for housing, had an important meeting with Mayor Luzhkov, Alexander 
Matrosov (head of the Department of Engineering and Communal Services) and 
Nikolai Maslov (deputy head of the Department of Municipal Housing). As a result 
of the meeting the mayor ordered that several mayor's orders or Duma decrees 
significant for the housing sector be drafted by the end of May. 

According to the new decrees condominium associations will have the right to 
rent commercial space in their buildings under terms and conditions decided by the 
association with half of the rent going to the city; create a city program patterned on 
the federal downpayment subsidy scheme, which provides substantial assistance to 
families on the municipal waiting list to purchase a unit; and maintenance and 
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communal services payments for primary and secondary owners are to be equalized
at the lower level (replacing a system where the purchaser in the seconidary sale had 
to pay the full cost for services while the seller had been paying a subsidized price). 

Housing Maintenance Pilot Project 

Expansion of the pilot continued steadily throughout this quarter. The notice 
to proceed for the contract between Mitino District and San Technica Complex was
issued on March Ist, and the contractor is now at work. This represteuts the third 
wave of private maintenance in Moscow, and the first time that it will b tried in new
construction. As of now, 3,295 units at Mitino are under private maintenance, with 
20,000 additional program units pending construction completion. 

In mid-March the Orekhevo- Borisovo District doubled their commitment to the
Program from 15,000 to 30,000 units. With the exception one REU, this will put the
entire District under competitive maintenance. This represents an extraordinary
commitment to the Program, and it sets a precedent for "DEZ-sized" increments of 
units to be recruited in the future. 

In mid-April Shapiro and Tikhomirova met with city officials from Nizhny
Novgorod to discuss the Moscow demonstration project (at their request) and to train
them in the contracting procedures. The officials also were shown one of the
demonstration sites (Mitino) and attended the interview sessions for the South 
Orekhevo-Borisovo competition. 

In early April, Angus Olson (UI Moscow) met with Gennady Sidorov,

Sub-Prefect of the Timiryazevsky District to explain privatization of maintenance and
 
to explore their interest in participating in the program. Sidorov committed an entire
 
RAU consisting units the program and
of 6,616 to requested that we start
immediately. Training began in the last week of April which marked the start of our
expanded training effort using MosLift Training Center. MosLift will augment the
limited training capacity of the IHE and allow for the simultaneous training of several 
owners. Much time was spent in the training of MosLift's trainers and in assisting
with the development of their training business plan. Four sessions were presented,
and the quality of the training was very high. With inflation, the cost of training for 
a class of fifteen is now up to 1.2 ,million rbl. 

The training contract for the South West Prefecture was signed this quarter.
Training is now underway for "owners" who will bring about 21,000 additional units 
into the program. 

Olson completed the final edit of the Phase II training sessions: "Landlord
Tenant Relations," "Rent Collection," "Tenant Turnover Repair" and "How to Write 
a Business Plan." The Phase II package of four sessions represents 110 pages of new 
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training material oriented towards the contractor. The sessions on turnover repair
and rent collection anticipate the expansion of the private maintenance contractors' 
responsibilities into new areas. Turnover repairs are presently lacking in municipal
housing, and rent collection will become a critical function under the new housing
allowance program. The sessions were developed with the assistance of Quadel, and
the original business plan material was contributed from Ruth O'Sullivan's 
Novosibirsk program. 

To facilitate the expansion of the Program, an informational meeting with all
Moscow Deputy Prefects was held on March 16th in the Department of Engineering
Provision. The meeting, co-chaired by Bitsukov and Kusnetsova, was attended by 
over 50 people, and interest in the Program was high. During the 2-hour session,
presentations were made by Olson and Program participants: Sobel (a contractor in
the Western Prefecture), Vacerev (the Fili-Davidkova District owner), and Gavrushina 
(the Mitino District owner). 

Increasing support for the privatization of maintenance services by the city
government is evident. The city Duma voted to impose the 1.5 percent tax on 
turnover. The proceeds are earmarked for supporting housing maintenance. Many
local governments had imposed this tax last year to help fill the shortfall created by
the combination of tiny rents and insufficient subsidies. While this tax is good for 
the housing sector, there is deep concern on the part of disinterested observers that 
total taxes on businesses in Moscow have become excessive. 

Nikolai Maslov transmitted a draft Order to Deputy Mayor Nikolsky for his

review. 
 The Order, "On the Results of the Pilot for the Privatization of Maintenance 
in the Housing Stock in 1993 and the First Quarter 1994," is for signature of Mayor
Luzhkov and was drafted with our input. The Order is a first step towards
 
implementing Program improvements that have been gleaned from the "lessons
 
learned" over the past 18 months. Deputy Mayor Nikolsky reviewed Maslov's Order
which proposes segregating funds for payments to private maintenance contractors. 
Nikolski referred the Order to Matrosov and Yuri Korostilev, Head of the City Finance 
Department, for their comments. 

Olson and staff worked on improving a number ofexisting issues and problems
with the pilot during this quarter. Olson, Shapiro, and Tikhomirova met with N. 
Maslov to discuss the problem of inadequate and delinquent funding of payments to
Program contractors. Olson told Maslov that if the funding problems were not 
resolved soon, that the expansion of the Program would fail. Maslov reaffirmed his 
strong commitment to the Program, and vowed that he will meet with Mayor Luzhkov,
Deputy Mayor Nikolsky, and Matrosov to correct the funding problems. Bannikov 
agreed to provide full documentation of the funding problem, and Olson will provide 
a narrative regarding the issues of funding, staffing, and monitoring. Maslov 
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designated a staff person responsible for the Program and for coordinating theresolution of the funding issue. Maslov wants to follow-up in a meeting next week. 

In the third week of April a meeting was held between Struyk, Kosareva,
Shapiro and Tikhomirova (CCN consultants) and Aleksey M. Bryachikhin, Prefect ofthe West Administrative District, to discuss the deteriorating relations between the"owner" (the two local DEZs) and the three firms. The pilot originated in his district,with three contracts signed in March 1993. The DEZs have been late in making
payments to the firms which has resulted in a substantial arrears totaling rub. 155million in April of which the first rub 55 million was due in 1993. In addition theDEZs have been negligent in performing the necessary on-site inspections. At points
the meeting was acrimonious, but ultimately resulted in a number of resolutions.
The prefecture promised to pay the firms what is owed and UI promised to honor anumber of Bryachikin's request to allow greater tenant involvement in overseeing thequality of maintenance and halting the number of new units brought into the pilot
in this prefecture. 

After the meeting, UI decided on the following plan of action: 

(1) to request Alexander Matrosov create a segregated account for the 
payment of private maintenance firms so that the DEZ does not have
discretion over these payments. Before the reorganization of the payment
system last fall, segregated payments were made through the District-level 
Ukaha and there were no problems; 

(2) to closely monitor the experience in other geographic areas and to alert
Mrs. Kuznetsova and Mr. Matrosov early on to resolve problems; and 

(3) to attempt to organize a pilot maintenance project with a condominium 
association. 

Olson's held a successful meeting with Bitsukov (Head of the Department ofHousing Maintenance) and Kuznetsova (Head of the Economics Department). Workplan and work assignments were put forward by Bitsukov. The meeting resulted in a number of measures agreed to by all to improve the functioning of the pilot. Theseincluded revision of procurement documents to make owner and contractor
responsibilities more specific; recommendations to the City Duma by Kuznetsova tomake public and private maintenance tax exempt; preparation by Bitsukov of a paperon how critical maintenancc equipment could be leased by the City to private
contractors; convening by Strazhnikov of a meeting with private contractors to
discuss program issues and to assess the need for an association that would 
represent the contractors. 
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The Housing Sector Reform Project is providing help to Straznikov's office to 
modernize their inspection standards and procedures. Hence, strengthening 
Straznikov's office is likely to facilitate the privatization of housing 
maintenance. 

Olson and Murrell (Resident Advisor Angus Olson tendered his resignation 
from the program in order to take a post in the Ukraine. David Murrell is his 
replacement.) met with the Department of Engineering Provision regarding start-up 
problems in South Orekhevo-Borisovo District. The meeting was chaired by Bitsukov 
and was attended by Kuznetsova; Osipova; Medvedeva; Strazhnikov; the Deputy
Prefect of the South Prefecture, Bakallnsky; and other representatives of the 
Orekhevo-Borisovo DEZ, REUs, and private contractors. Bakalinsky asked for this 
meeting in an attempt to gain the cooperation of the DEZ to implement the Program 
in 30,000 units. The issue is one of unemployment- what happens to REU personnel
when the contracts are signed? We have consistently maintained that this is a policy
issue which must be addressed by Moscow Government. 

The resolution of this issue at this time was critical to the future of the 
Program. The unemployment issue has been continually raised by the REUs as a 
reason for abandoning the Program. The REUs needed to be sent a strong signal from 
the top officials that the Program would proceed even in the face of potential 
unemployment. This is exactly the position that was taken by Bitsukov in the 
meeting. 

Housing Allowances 

On March 9, the Moscow Duma voted 16 "for" and 14 "against" to accept the 
final draft of the proposed program of raising rents and introducing housing 
allowances. Since 18 votes were needed to pass on the acceptance of the draft the 
proposal needed to be reconsidered. In the fourth week of March, the city Duma 
finally passed the resolution. That was the good news. The bad news was that in 
doing so they changed the program in two ways: (a) income below the per capita 
poverty amnount would be disregarded in computing program income (because the 
household cont-ibution rate is fixed, this means a significant loss of revenue to the 
city) and (b) "overhoused" families, i.e., those living in units which are larger than the 
social norm, will have to pay three times the normal rent on the extra space. The 
provision on overhousing will stimulate housing adjustments, but it may also bring 
thousands of overhoused pensioners into the streets. 

Mayor Luzhkov signed the decree for the revised program of rent increases and 
housing allowances. Puzanov participated in three meetings with Duma deputies and 
city officials to finalize the supplement to the City's November decree on allowances. 
Major changes include an increase in the new maintenance fees effective the first of 
June from 24 to 38 rubles per square meter of space.The new program incorporates 
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the Duma's changes from the City's proposals as well as some modifications the city
has decided upon. One of the major changes is the subtraction ofthe minimum wage
for each household member from the family's income used in computing its subsidy.
This is the final legislative step and implementation can now move forward. We
believe the decree, the final version of which we have not yet seen, specifies
implementation for July. 

There finally appears to be determined effort underway to launch the program
of rent increases and housing allowances by the June 1st start date in the Moscow
Duma's decree. The regulation officially creating the City Center for Housing
Subsidies, which will administer the program, has been signed with Mrs. Romakina 
confirmed as its head. 

Gene Rizor (Quadel Consulting) and Sasha Puzanov (CCN Consultant) held a
week-long training course in mid-March for key City housing allowance program
managers. This served as the "dry run" for the "training of trainers" course which 
Puzanov will deliver within the next couple of weeks. Pending modifications due to 
program changes from the Duma, the training materials are ready to go. 

After a stagnant period the development of the program software has gotten
underway under Mrs. Romakina's personal direction, using programmers available 
to her in her old post as d puty director of the housing computing center. (The
contract for the development of software with the City's Information Computing
Center (ICC) was canceled because of inordinate delays in delivery of the product).
Mrs. Kuznetsova and her staff were given a demonstration of the software developed

by the contractor, Bansau, for housing allowance implementation. She approved it

and it is supposed to be ready for use within two weeks. 
 Mrs. Kuznetsova and Mrs.
Romakina, director of the Office of Housing Subsidies, are also heavily engaged in
identifying office space in each administrative district for the housing allowance 
offices. In short, at last, the program appears to be on a track that will lead to 
implementation in the near term. 

Housing Inspection & Codes Development 

The Office of Housing Inspection is becoming more important to our program
because ofits direct connection with the maintenance privatization program and the 
general need to modernize the Office's standards and procedures. Rizor, Puzanov
and Struyk met with Alexander Straznikov, director of the office, to discuss a series 
of topics. 

The increasing role of the Office of Housing Inspection in monitoring the
performance of private contractors was also discussed. Mayor Luzhkov has signed 
a decree making his office responsible for resolving disputes between contractors and 
DEZs as well as carrying out the role of site inspections of contractor performance. 
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C. Program Activities - General 

Nizhni Novgorod Program 

Work in the Nizhni Novgorod oblast accelerated considerably during this 
quarter. In March, representatives of the 40 Nizhni Oblast Districts met to discuss 
Puzanov's proposed training program for housing allowances. 

Struyk and Kosareva spent two days in mid-March working with oblast officials 
on the reorganization of the housing maintenance function thewithin oblast
(oblast-rayon relations and restructunng operations within the rayon) and on
implementation of the new housing finance program. They also began working with
the bank Governor Nemstov has decided should take the lead in mortgage lending. 

Carol Rabenhorst and Sheila O'Leary spent two days in mid-March holding
initial discussions about the creation of condominium associations with municipal
and oblast officials. As part of their visit they gave a half day seminar on the concept
of condominiums and the practical steps of creating these bodies to a group of about
sixty persons. The session was hosted by the N.N. Academy for Architecture and 
Construction. 

UI/Washington has recruited two professionals to prepare and teach courses 
next fall to the faculty of the Nizhni Novgorod Academy of Architecture and
Engineering. They are Henry Pollakowski ("Housing Economics") and Chris Walker
("Economics of Housing Investment Decisions"). We have agreed with the Academy
ofArchitecture and Engineering on two week blocks in October and November during
which U.S. academics will teach courses on housing economics and investment
economics to the Academy's faculty. The U.S. academics are now selectingAmerican
textbooks to use so that the Institute publication office can seek the necessary
copyright permissions to use the materials. 

Governor Nemstov has decided that he wants to accelerate the introduction of
private maintenance for municipal and rayon housing. His staff visited Moscow this
month for intense meetings with our team and to observe the procurement procedure
for our units. The oblast will adopt the contract we have developed and will probably
engage IHE to conduct its training course. Until our core adviser for housing
assistance arriv: ., we will do our best to help the oblast with the Moscow team. 

Governor Nemstov has also signed a decree on housing finance, which among
other provisions authorizes the experiment in mortgage lending with the N.N. Land
Bank. The team met with Nizhni Novgorod Municipal Land Bank. The bank is
making good progress in designing the procedures to administer the downpayment
subsidies program and on organizing mortgage lending operations. 
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In May the Oblast Assembly passed the 1994 budget and it includes about 15 
billion rubles for downpayment subsidies. To our knowledge this is the first region
in the country to adopt the new subsidy form and Governor Nemstov pushed hard 
for it as a key element in the housing finance strategy which we helped design in 
response to his request. 

The Institute for Housing Economy signed a contract with the city for IHE to 
conduct an intense one week training of "owners" in the two districts of the city of 
Nizhni Novgorod as the next step in developing the pilot private maintenance 
demonstration. Before the contract was signed, we received a letter from the deputy 
mayor stating his intention to go forward with the pilot. 

The team has also been doing quite a bit of work in the municipal government
of Nizhni Novgorod. Puzanov gave a two hour presentation on the details of 
implementing a housing allowance program and Tikhomorova gave a presentation 
on the privatization of maintenance operations in municipal housing to about 25 city
administrators. The city is lagging behind the otherjurisdictions, mostly because the 
administrators are insisting on complicating procedures. Two districts have now 
been nominated to introduce the new program and one staff member is working on 
this full time. 

World Bank/USAID Housing Construction Loan 

The subcontractors conducting surveys completed the majority of their work 
this quarter. Most of the reports were turned in several weeks late. Additionally, a 
number of the reports were returned to the subcontractors for completions and 
revisions because some of the data was incomplete. However, by the end of the 
quarter nearly all of the surveys were completed and the analysis done. UI-
Washington continues to finalize contracts with subcontractors retained to do the 
surveys. 

Sector Monitoring 

Struyk, Angelici and Tikhomirova completed a draft of the "before" and "after" 
surveys of 400 tenants in the second batch of 4,000 units (initially, the programn
included 5,000 units, but 1,000 were omitted due to participant protest). The results 
confirm that this batch of buildings, which are known to be inhabited by the former 
nomenklatura, are generally better maintained and more desirable than the average
Moscow building. More importantly, the results show a clear improvement in 
maintenance in both sets of buildings. This is particularly impressive given the high
quality of the housing placed under contract in September. Nevertheless, there are 
reasons to be concerned about whether these strong results are sustainable over the 
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longer term, because of the poor performance of the DEZs which are acting as the 
owners. 

Daniell and Angelici analyzed sector trends using the 1993 Moscow Household 
Survey. 

We are beginning plans for a conference in the second half of July for the 
Russian contractors to present the results of surveys undertaken to support the 
World Bank/USAID housing sector loan. 

Expanded Military Housing Program 

A large delay in the program occurred in late February when USAID/Moscow
decided to delay the distribution of housing certificates to retired officers in Pskov 
and Novgorod because USAID needed to rethink how to contract for project 
execution. 

USAID then determined that it would not contract directly with the two banks 
and the reviewer (KPMG) but rather issue a general contract to the Urban Institute 
which will in turn subcontract with these firms and manage the overall 
demonstration. Struyk worked intensively with USAID officercort tract Jerry
Kryschtal on completing the contract between USAID and the Institute to manage the 
operation of the initial program. 

Struyk and Aristova visited Pskov and Novgorod to negotiate the contracts with 
the two banks. Pskovakobank and Novobank signed agreements in April. Several 
Urban Institute employees and consultants worked on program design and 
implementation. Marisol Ravicz (UI Washington) met with USAID's legal staff to 
develop acceptable language for the certificates to be issued by the municipality and 
bank to the officers. She provided docutments to the program's auditor/accounting
firm. Harold Katsura and Lena Kiepikova continued their work with Novgorod on 
refining and implementing a methodology for pricing certificates. Symes and Melin 
arranged for the taping of the slide show that will accompany the program 
explanation to the officers. 

The first certificates for the expanded military housing program were 
distributed in April. The final charge per certificate is $1,100. 

Training 

In mid-April, Struyk met with Joann Goyne and Tom Chapman
(USAID/Washington) to map out specific training activities over the next several 
months that will be supported by NET funds. There was agreement on the following
U.S.-based courses: 
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(1) Mortgage finance training for bankers. This would be a four week course 
for 25-30 bankers whose banks have concrete plans for initiating mortgage 
lending operations. 

(2) Training of trainers course. This would be a two week course for 15 senior 
staff or principals of training institutions and will focus mainly on the business 
aspects of running a training program. 

(3) "Privatization"--training tour for private housing maintenance firms. This 
would be a two week training tour for about 12 members of senior 
management of experienced private housing maintenance/management 
companies. The goal will be to improve the efficiency of these firms by showing
participants the procedures used by exemplar residential property 
management firms who manage large multifamily buildings in the U.S. 

Seminars/Presentations/Dissemination 

The Center for Mortgage Business published volumes 4 and 5 in the "Mortgage 
Handbook Series." The manuals deal with pricing mortgages and with loan servicing. 

Daniell and Struyk completed revisions requested by the International Journal 
of Urban and Regional Research for publication of their paper on housing
privatization in Moscow. (The paper was submitted to USAID about one year ago.) 

Olga Kaganova and Struyk prepared a newspaper article discussing the merits 
and limitations of implementing a land tax in Russia modeled after that proposed by
Henry George. A group of foreigners and Russians are vigorously pressing the case 
for the land tax and making some progress with the Duma. We hope to balance the 
discussion with the article. 

Kosareva gave a two hour presentation on financing in the housing sector (not
just mortgage finance) and Shapiro gave a presentation on the municipally-owned
housing privatization program at a seminar organized by Gosstroi for about 30 
municipal administrators. 

Puzanov gave consultations on housing allowances to officials from Yerevan 
(Armenia), Belograd, Vladimir and Rostov on Don. 

Suchkov participated in the training series on mortgage loan servicing
sponsored by Menatep Bank. He also finished editing the sixth manual on 
underwriting. 
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Struyk, Kosareva, Suchkov and Kopeykin made presentations at the two-day 
seminar on housing finance organized in Irkusk. About 140 officials and bankers 
attended the event organized by the local realty firm "Vincent," and the mortgage 
subsidiary of the East Siberian Commercial Bank. This was our first foray so far to 
the east and for this group the material presented was quite fresh, although it is now 
quite standard in Central Russia. 

The team engaged a Russian film company to produce a 13 minute video on 
housing reform in the Russian Federation and the role of the USAID program in 
housing sector reform. This week about 120 Russian officials, bankers, and realtors 
attended a social event at which the video had its official debut. The video available 
in Russian and English in European and U.S. formats. 

The Urban Institute/Washington has completed the production of the major 
report by Struyk and Kosareva on housing reform in Russia. Copies are being 
distributed in Moscow and Washington. 

The World Bank-USAID Six City Conference on Land Allocation was held from 
May 16 to May 18 in Nizhni Novgorod. About 55 persons from the six cities and the 
federal government attended. The main presenters were Steve Butler, David Madway, 
Mark Brown, and Olga Kaganova. The objective of the conference was to educate 
officials about alternatives to the standard Russia/Soviet practices of land allocation. 
The new methods would rely on various forms of competition and would give land 
purchasers much greater latitude in the specific use of the plot within the city's 
general zoning requirements. 

All-Russia TV channel One carried a ten minute story on the maintenance 
privatization program. The program was produced by the woman who produced the 
video on the Housing Sector Reform Program. She drew on some of footage from that 
program plus interviews with Moscow officials. 
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